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Presidential hopefuls visit, sound off on issues
BY KELLY KNEE

NEWS EDITOR

The big chill...

PHOTO BY JAY WEISBERGER

Icicles dangle ominously from the roof of Cannon Hall.
Temperatures in Alfred were near zero much of last week.

After searching for qualified candidates to serve as president of
Alfred University, the presidential search committee has narrowed the field down to a few
applicants.
These candidates will be visiting the campus — some already
have — and speaking with administration, faculty and students.
The first candidate to visit
Alfred University was Dr.
Steffan H. Rogers. Rogers is currently the Provost at Clemson
University, and has served in
upper administration at several
other institutions. Rogers also
has experience with fundraising,
and has headed several capital
campaigns.
Rogers said that he was interested in coming to Alfred
University because he likes the
size of the University, and
because AU has many things he
is interested in. Rogers said that,
among other things, he could
bring a national reputation to
Alfred University, which would
help AU attract more students.
Rogers said that in his current
position at Clemson, he tries to
keep in touch with the students
and faculty. To keep informed
about the students and their concerns, he established a student
advisory council, through which
the students have another
avenue to air their concerns,
Rogers said.
Should he become president,
Rogers said he would certainly

establish a similar council at AU.
From the student leaders on
campus, Rogers said that he
would “expect a real lot” from
them, and that “a lot of pressure
would be put on them.”
However, Rogers said that he
would expect to maintain a close,
friendly relationship with the student leaders, and that he would
be glad to assist them when they
need it.
As for other aspects of student
life, Rogers said that he is against
censorship of all college media,
but that he would be absolutely
willing to speak to any campus
media organization and answer
any questions they might have.
Rogers also feels that the
Greek organizations on campus
serve an important function. As
long as they follow the rules of
the University, he said he has “no
problem
supporting
their
efforts.”
Rogers said he would like to
make an effort to enhance the
financial
stability
of
the
University, primarily by enhancing the scholarship endowment.
An increase in the endowment
would allow the University to
stay at the same general size
without having to increase
tuition, Rogers said.
The second candidate to interview for the presidency was Dr.
Jill Beck. Beck is currently the
Dean of the arts at the
University of California at
Irvine. Beck has headed the performing arts divisions of several
colleges and universities prior to
taking her current position.

Beck said that her primary
goal as president of Alfred
University would be to “promote
Alfred as a university that
achieves the best.” Beck said that
the administration relies on students, and she would like to be as
accessible as possible to the students.
Beck’s position on the college
media is that each organization
has a faculty advisor, and it is
that person’s job to ensure that
the content is appropriate. Beck
said she thinks that it is important to let the college media organizations develop autonomy.
Beck said that she does not
have much experience with
Greek organizations, especially
on a campus such as this, but feels
that they can be a place for students to meet in an uncontrolled
environment.
Beck said she “loves intercollegiate athletics” and feels that
they are an important part of student life.
Beck has been part of several
major fundraising efforts and has
instituted many new programs
while at UC-Irvine, including a
major effort to further integrate
the resources of the departments.
In addition, Beck founded
ArtsBridge, a UC outreach program in the arts and technology.
After all candidates have visited the campus and comments of
those attending open forums with
the candidates have been taken
into account, the Board of
Trustees will begin the process of
making a final decision as to who
will lead AU. ■

price,” Silbergleit said, adding the
$25 price for the general public is
much more typical of prices for
concerts.
Balser outlined the method in
which tickets to the show will be
sold — a method not much different from past large acts.
AU students got the first shot
at tickets sold on campus. AU faculty got the next chance. Finally,
students and faculty at Alfred
State College were given the
chance to purchase tickets. ASC
students were given the privilege
of buying $18 tickets as well.
Tickets are on sale to the general public this week. Students buying tickets are cautioned that
many items will be confiscated
upon entrance to the show. Such
items are cameras, recorders,
bookbags, pocketbooks, umbrellas, food, chain wallets and pocketknives. Smoking is also prohibited, so concertgoers should leave
their cigarettes at home. None of
these items will be returned after
they are taken.
One person, who will be working concert security, indicated that
these guidelines would be strictly
followed.
One major difference in ticketing this time, though, is that Live
requested in their contract that a
certain number of tickets be sold
over the Internet.
“We negotiated the number of

tickets [to be sold over the
Internet] down to 100,” Balser
explained.
Silbergleit added that SAB was
able to do this because of Alfred’s
rural location.
Also, he said there was one
other factor.
“This is a show for the AU students, not for Live’s fan club members,” Silbergleit said.
Assistant Director of Campus
Life Larry Mannolini, who has
worked closely with SAB, noted
that Live’s fan club members
would receive an e-mail notifying
them of the show.
Balser said bringing the show
exhausts SAB’s large act budget,
including rollover from last year
when the Goo Goo Dolls canceled
days before the show.
Balser noted that SAB will not
be putting the show on at a loss,
however.
Reaction of the students seems
to be positive.
Junior English major Margot
Fostveit said she was pleased to
see a band like Live booked.
“Live is really big,” she said. “I
would’ve thought we couldn’t
afford them.”
As for the ticket price, Fostveit
isn’t complaining.
“Any show that’s less than $20
is great,” she said, adding she felt
the higher ticket price was no big
deal. ■

Fire safety examined Live signs on for McLane Center gig
BY KRISTEN HOFFMAN

STAFF WRITER
The Jan. 25 fire at Seton Hall
University in New Jersey,
which killed three students,
helped to make fire safety regulations at Alfred University one
of the top priorities.
Tomas Gonzalez, director of
Residence Life, helped to make
students aware of how important safety regulations are
through the resident directors.
“I directed the resident directors to immediately have fire
drills. The tragedy in Seton
Hall is a reminder of what can
happen,” he said gravely.
Ted Smith, the Resident
Director in Openhym and a volunteer fire fighter, indicated
that the resident assistants also
have an important role in promoting fire safety. They help
distribute information to their
residents and account for them
during fire drills and emergencies, he said.
“They also utilize the fire
department. Last semester
there were fire drills, which
involved fake smoke, in the residence halls. It’s a pretty handson experience. Students will
know what [an actual emergency] feels like,” Smith said.
Gonzalez emphasized that the
fake smoke drill benefits both
the fire department and the stu-

dents because the fire department becomes familiarized with
the building and students will
learn how to get out quickly.
“No other schools [in the
area] do that,” he claimed.
Gonzalez also stressed that
students should not light candles in the residence halls and
should not put decorative cloths
on lamps because of the huge
fire hazard it presents.
Junior Michael Cadwallader
agreed with Gonzalez and also
felt that the residence halls are
well prepared for fire emergencies.
“In Openhym, there was a
fire last year. Someone left
some kind of cloth over a lamp.
Because of the firewall, only
that room burned. It’s pretty
safe,” he said.
If there is ever a real fire and
it is not possible for students to
evacuate, Gonzalez advised that
the residents put a wet towel
underneath their fire-resistant
doors and tie a sheet out the
window.
One resident who lives at the
Brick and wishes to remain
anonymous
doesn’t
think
Gonzalez’s instructions will
work at that residence hall.
“We were told that the Brick
is not safe. We shouldn’t do anything with matches or we’re
going to burn. Any building is
SEE FIRE SAFETY, PAGE 4

BY JAY WEISBERGER

MANAGING EDITOR
Student
Activities
Board
announced Jan. 20 that AU will
host a major live event this semester.
Actually, the event is Live.
At a press conference in the
campus center, SAB Large Act
Chair Zach Balser announced that
Live, the York, Pa. quartet will
have a stop on its college tour
here.
The show is slated for 8 p.m.
Saturday, Feb. 12.
“I think this could be one of the
largest concerts AU has ever
had,” said SAB President Dave
Silbergleit. Balser echoed this sentiment.
“We were thinking of having a
large act with three or four smaller bands,” Balser said, “Then we
got a call saying Live was available.”
Balser noted that getting Live
was more expensive.
“SAB will not make a profit on
this show,” Balser said.
The added expense of bringing
Live has led to an increase in ticket prices.
Alfred University students may
purchase one ticket apiece for $18.
SAB has traditionally tried to
keep the price of the large act
around $10-$12.
“It’s still more than a decent
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Noise should stop
We all know that students want to go out and have fun. Drinking is sometimes a part of that.
However, people need to realize that when they are on their way to a
party or returning home that, despite being in a small town, there are
6,000 people in town who don’t want to hear drunk partiers singing
Christina Aguilara’s “Genie in a Bottle” at 3 a.m. while they walk home.
The Village of Alfred has a noise ordinance, which, from what we can
tell, is only very loosely enforced.
But at least an obnoxiously loud person in town could be in trouble.
When it’s winter, and windows to residence hall rooms are shut, and you
can still hear the masses passing by outside, something’s wrong. Worse
yet, nothing is going to happen to someone being loud on campus when
they are outside and not subject to the quiet hours of a residence hall.
Despite what you may believe, there are people who like to sleep during
the wee hours of a Saturday morning. Some even have to get up early on
the weekends.
It is the responsibility of students to respect the rights of others.
Yeah, we know: you always get louder when you drink. Fine. You probably have also been invisible once before while drunk, too. See the point?
The most drunken person, with a little thought, can still manage to not
yell while passing houses in town and on-campus halls.
There are many aspects of public drunkenness that are disgusting, but
none may be more annoying than the lack of self-awareness and consideration for other people that seems to result.
No, you don’t have déjà vu. You are reading, for the second time in two
years, about poor snow removal at Alfred University. ■

Snow needs to go
Last year, after record amounts of snow fell on Alfred just before the
spring semester, students actually went to Student Senate to complain
about the poor job the University was doing in clearing the snow on campus paths. The Fiat even wrote an article about the issue.
The University seemed to listen, and the griping stopped. But it’s that
time of year again: we’ve gotten a lot of snow in the past few weeks, and
campus paths are dangerous once again.
Be careful, because if you’re heading for the campus center, you could
slip.
Last week, we observed a river of warm water coming from the trash
container by the campus center. It had carved a path through the ice,
which was an inch thick.
There is no reason for the ice outside of any campus building to be an
inch thick! Students shouldn’t be afraid to walk into their own campus
center because of ice!
Even more frightening is the apparent lack of concern about “Hairpin,”
the turn off of Fraternity Row. Hairpin is usually immaculately cleared,
because it is dangerous enough any day of the year.
But in the past few weeks, at various times of the day and night,
Hairpin has been completely covered in snow or ice, as has been the rest of
Fraternity Row. Some Fiat staffers have even started to cut through
town to avoid the curve, even though last year they felt confident enough
to take the curve even in the dead of winter.
Why is snow removal so bad this year? The problem does not seem to
be the existing Physical Plant staff. We salute them for their efforts to
keep us safe. The problem seems to be too little manpower and a budget
that is too small.
The budget should not be an issue. Thousands of people donate money
to the University each year. Some of that money could surely be put to use
in keeping students, faculty and staff safe.
We feel that the University should further increase the staff responsible for clearing campus paths in the winter months. Students should be
encouraged to help clear the snow for work-study jobs. Most students
probably don’t know they can do that.
The extra expenditure will help keep everybody safe and happy
through the winter months at AU. ■
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The Fiat Lux supports the perpetuation of a broad and liberal education conducive to free speech. Only unsigned editorials reflect the opinions of this
newspaper. All other editorials reflect the
author’s opinion.
The Fiat Lux is printed by Sun
Publishing Company and is typeset by the
production staff. It is funded in part by
Student Senate.

Fair journalism is public’s right
BY JAY WEISBERGER

MANAGING EDITOR
I was sitting in my communication ethics class
last week when I found
myself in a bad position.
We were watching
footage of different groups of protesters at last fall’s World Trade
Organization meetings in Seattle.
While the video used film from
the protests, it was also set up as
a documentary - one concentrating on a side of the story that didn’t get the publicity the violence
that occurred in Seattle that week
got.
It was difficult to watch at
times. Protesters doing nothing
to provoke the authorities were
being pepper-sprayed directly in
the eyes, having rubber bullets
shot at them, and, most horrifying
to
me,
having
concussion
grenades hurled at them.
It was troubling to see the
Seattle police go to such extremes
to control, with the exception of a
small band of people, non-violent
protesters.
I had no problem with the
issues the protesters were bringing up and speaking up for.
Environmental and human rights
issues are hard to argue against.
I did have a problem with one
clip, though.
A protester was complaining
that the media was concentrating
on the violence in Seattle, glossing over any views that the protesters may have had.
I brought up in the discussion
that it is not necessarily the job of
the media to report on the views
of a group of people — it’s not necessarily the “news” of a situation.
Suddenly, I found myself under
a barrage of critical questions

from the class, many saying that
the media should be showing the
whole story and that they clearly
weren’t.
In the defense of the news
media, I think that when martial
law has been declared in a city, it
is news, and it is important to
show why such a move has been
made. Such an event is important,
regardless of who believes what.
However, the media, especially
television news — which seems to
care more about ratings than
journalism — throws a slant on
issues to make things seem OK.
Some seem to want to avoid
bringing up the tough issues, like
whether the police action was
appropriate or excessive in
Seattle.
Is there anything worse for a
journalist to do than to avoid asking the tough questions?
I can think of one: not showing
all viewpoints.
In this newspaper, you should
notice that articles are based solely on what others have said to a
reporter. We avoid just observing
and making judgement calls. An
article should contain all, or a
good sampling of, the major viewpoints of an issue. To bring in our
opinions, or to present a news
story in a way that purposefully
makes one group look bad is not
good journalism.
Here, in a column, opinions are
thrown around like crazy. That’s
OK. I wouldn’t be writing it if I
didn’t want the possibility of criticism.
However, in a news story, opinions of the writer should not be
there.
If you feel a story was slanted
in an inappropriate manner in
these pages, please write a letter
to the editor.

Also, if, like me, you are frustrated with the network news not
doing a thorough job with stories,
don’t watch it. The New York
Times, no matter what the slant,
doesn’t treat you as a naive member of society that needs everything in black and white.
The one final conclusion I
reached after class while talking
to a classmate, is that, unfortunately, there are so many motives
and viewpoints that an absolute
truth probably doesn’t exist.
Thus, it is the job of a journalist
to present those viewpoints and
let you, the reader, draw your
own conclusions on an issue.
Going along with this, a journalist should keep in mind the
agendas of the groups being covered. However, the actual beliefs
of a group may not be news.
Such things make excellent feature stories, though. In fact, it is
better to do so in that context, as
a much more in-depth look at a
group’s ideas can be presented.
Again, letters to the editor,
which this newspaper wishes it
got more of, are also a great way
for someone like you to sound off
on an issue.
When all else fails, or if you
want to reach a greater number of
people, you can do what Nobel
Peace Prize-winning Doctors
Without Borders (MSF) did
recently: they took a whole page
of newspaper space to present an
open letter to President Clinton
concerning human rights violations in Chechnya.
We, as your student newspaper,
try to present our accounts of
events in an unbiased manner.
However, don’t feel that, if we
don’t, you can’t do anything about
it. ■

COLUMN

Decade a good time to be naughty
BY JUDY TSANG

COPY MANAGER
Clearly every decade
had its own identity.
Those of that decade
named it, created it and
branded it.
We
had
the
“Roaring
Twenties” where prohibition and
women’s suffrage made those in
the decade rebellious and sly.
The “Psychedelic Sixties”
brought on a time where peace,
love and harmony were the happening ideals. Or was that the
Seventies — it didn’t matter;
those partying during that period
probably couldn’t distinguish it
either.
OK, the Eighties were a bit
scary. Funny thing is that so
many of us pride ourselves for
having so many NKOTB merchandise and 3 layers of neon colored slouch socks.
C’mon. Admit you enjoyed

those days.
My point is that we pride ourselves with belonging to a certain
decade.
Now that we are in a new millennium, new century and most
importantly, a new decade, we
have to focus on shaping it.
But how exactly do we refer to
this decade? The 00s? The
Zero’s? Too boring and too insulting.
Well, here’s a fact I was offered
with in the New York Daily
News: Zero is merely the arithmetic symbol for naught.
Here’s my proposition: Why
don’t we label this decade as the
Naughties?
Surely, the connotation is
slightly phallic and perhaps even
sending a wrong message but
how about defining being
naughty merely as doing as we
feel. Naughty in happiness, I suppose we can say.
So often we are left feeling

guilty for being pleased with ourselves or for making ourselves
happy.
With so many boundaries,
rules, guidelines and proper etiquette to follow, it’s no wonder so
many people suffer from stressrelated symptoms. We have so
many bounded obligations that
we are afraid to walk away from.
So I propose that we be
naughty and laugh when we want
to and not let our fear of what
others think get in the way. We
need to be real to ourselves.
I propose that we be naughty
and take a nap even though we
have a mound of work waiting for
us. We need a rest.
I propose that we be naughty
and tell people how we are really
feeling even though it may hurt
them. We need to stop lying and
hiding from reality.
I propose that we be naughty
and be happy and real.
Welcome to the Naughties. ■

Correction: In the December 8,1999 issue of the Fiat Lux, we mistakenly reported that Greg Weiss had been
charged with vandalism. It has been brought to our attention that this is untrue. Greg Weiss was charged with
no crime. The Fiat Lux regrets this error.

Fiat Lux Online:
fiatlux.alfred.edu
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News — Page 3
S T U D E N T S ENATE U P D A T E

BY JAY WEISBERGER

MANAGING EDITOR
With elections for Student Senate
executive board approaching, one
might want to consider Senate
President Carlos Pearce a lame
duck.
Not so.
Pearce, nearing the end of his
term, decided to throw an idea
about how to restructure the
Senate on the floor for comment
during last week’s open forum session.
Pearce’s plan would create a
Senate
Cabinet,
with
the
President serving as the head of
Student Senate and the Chair of
the Cabinet.
Pearce envisions the Cabinet
being composed of members voted
from student organization “clusters.” [See box below]
Pearce said the Cabinet and
Senate would meet on alternating
weeks — two meetings for each
per month — and that the cabinet
would serve as the lawmaking
branch of student government.
The Senate would get approval
power.
The plan led to many questions,
including one pointing out that
only a few semesters ago, a similar
cabinet was dissolved by the
Senate for being inefficient.
Pearce pointed out that this cabinet would be set up differently,
using a cluster system instead of
grouping organizations by their
budgets.
The plan to install a Senate
Cabinet would essentially make
two branches of student government: the Student Senate
and the Cabinet.
Organizations would still
elect a Senate representative.
Student Organization “clusters”
would elect a representative for
the cabinet. Also, classes at AU
would elect a class president to
sit on the cabinet.
While changes are bound to
occur, one way the cabinet could
be set up is as such:
• Freshman class president
• Sophomore class president
• Junior class president
• Senior class president
• Presidents of organization
clusters
• Student Senate President
Clusters:
Honor
and
Academic
Organizations:
Alpha Lambda Delta, Acers,
ACHE,
AMA,
ASME,
Astronomy
Club,
Athletic
Training Club, BioClub, FMA,
German Club, Institute of
Electrical
and
Electronic
Engineers,
Institute
of
Managerial Accountants, Latin
Club, CWA, Omicron Delta

Others wanted to know about
the idea of using class presidents to
represent students not in organizations.
Despite all the questions, the
idea will be brought up at tonight’s
Senate meeting at 8 p.m. in Nevins
Theatre.
Meanwhile, the Senate is gearing up for the upcoming elections.
In fact, presidential and vice presidential candidates will face the
questions of those attending
Senate Feb. 16. This “Meet the
Candidates Night” will start at
7:30 p.m. in Nevins.
With elections coming up, questions were raised last week and the
week before at Senate dealing
with the ability of organizations to
endorse a candidate.
At the Jan. 19 meeting, it was
announced that organizations
could not post signs with an official
endorsement.
With that, questions were posed
as to why the Fiat Lux was
allowed to make an endorsement.
Pearce pointed out that the Fiat
Lux does not have voting rights in
Senate, and thus is allowed to publish an endorsement.
However, the following week,
Pearce said that any organization
can post any poster it wishes, as
long as it is approved by the election committee.
Senate elections will take place
Feb. 21-22 at locations to be determined.
Pearce also noted the lack of student
attendance
at
the

University’s open sessions with
the finalists for the University
Presidency. While stopping short
of actually criticizing the students,
he noted his disappointment with
the lackluster turnout.
Otherwise, it was business as
usual. Finance Chair Craig Calvert
announced that budget hearings
would take place April 8, returning
to a one-day-only set-up. He added
that April 9 would be used in the
event of things running long.
Treasurer
Seth
Mulligan
informed the gathered senators
that $12,619.04 remains in the
Senate special allocations fund.
Vice President Steve Tedone,
who has made it known that he will
not be returning to the Senate
executive board next year, gave an
update on an upcoming prospective student open house which may
feature a block-party style set up
for student organizations in the
campus center.
All committees made reports, as
well, at the Jan. 26 meeting. Most
notably, the safety committee
announced that the effort to
improve lighting by Kanakadea
Hall, the “high road” behind the
Science Center, and Fraternity
Row have been given priority by
the University.
The Academic Affairs committee said it was looking into arranging for course syllabi on the
Internet so that students could
order books online before classes
start. ■

Kappa, Order of Omega, Pacioli,
Phi Beta Lambda, Psi Chi,
Psychology Club, SAE, SHRM,
Student Affiliates of the
American Chemical Society,
Society of Women Engineers,
Tau Beta Pi, The Union

Media Organizations:
Alfred Review-Poiesis, AUTV,
Fiat Lux, Kanakadea, WALF

Entertainment and Performing Arts
Organizations:
Alfred Dance Team, Alfred
Dramatists,
Alternative
Cinema, Au SciFi, AU Swing,
Dancer’s Union, FNL, Gamer’s
Guild, Homecoming Committee,
Hot Dog Day Committee, King
Alfred’s Jesters, Mosaic, Pirate
Theater, SAB
Environmental Organizations:
ASTER, Forest People, PAW
Religious Organizations:
BASIC, Hillel, InterVarsity
Greek organizations:
Alpha Chi Rho, Alpha Kappa
Omicron, Delta Sigma Phi,
Delta Zeta, InterFraternal
Council, Klan Alpine, Kappa
Sigma, Kappa Psi Upsilon,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Panhellenic
Council, Sigma Alpha Mu,
Sigma Chi Nu, Theta Theta Chi,
Zeta Beta Tau

Multicultural organizations:
Donehogawa, Poder Latino,
Shades of Ebony, Spectrum,
Umoja, WIC
Service organizations:
AURS, AWARE, Alpha Phi
Omega, Amnesty International,
BACCHUS, Circle K, GAMMA,
Habitat for Humanity, PolyPro,
RHC, SAVAP, SAIL, SAA,
SHAC, SVCA, STA
Sports organizations:
Baseball Club, Cheerleading
Squad, Men’s Rugby, Men’s
Hockey, Mountain Bike Club,
Skateboard Club, Women’s
Rugby
Where the clusters come from:
Student Senate President
Carlos Pearce recommended
that the clusters used in the
back of the Student Activities
calendar be utilized.
Pearce added that none of
this is set in stone. It was simply a proposal.

WORLDNOTES
LOCAL
Alfred was hit with bone-chilling cold as temperatures dropped
below zero and wind chills hit 30 below.
Last weekend brought a warmup, but snow was still in the forecast.
• The Fiat Lux debuted its new website, which features all the contents of the paper as well as a way to check the weather (from The
Weather Channel) and a concert tour database powered by Pollstar.
Soon, the site will feature expanded sports coverage, including
stories from Saxon home games.
NATIONAL
President Clinton, in his final State of the Union address, proposed
new measures in gun control, a $350 billion tax cut, new healthcare
measures and new environmental measures.
Clinton stated that the country, however, is at the strongest it
has ever been.
The new gun control measures would mandate that a potential
gun buyer obtain a license stating that the buyer had passed a criminal background check and taken a gun safety course.
Clinton also proposed allocating money to look into “smart guns”
which can only be fired by the rightful owner of the firearm.
Clinton’s address lasted 89 minutes — the longest of his presidency.
• Vice President Al Gore and Texas Governor George W. Bush won
the Iowa caucuses. Yesterday was the New Hampshire primary,
which traditionally marks the beginning of the presidential election
season.
• The nation’s Southeast was ravaged by winter weather last week.
First, the entire state of North Carolina was hit with a blizzard,
essentially shutting down the state.
Next, Atlanta, Ga. was hit with fierce ice storms the day before
the Super Bowl (which was held in the Georgia Dome).
• Three Seton Hall students were killed in a residence hall fire that
broke out in the early morning hours two weeks ago.
Investigators have indicated that many students thought the fire
alarm was a false alarm — one of 18 previous false alarms.
• A Yardley, Pa. man was arrested and charged with disorderly
conduct and criminal mischief for crushing and crumbling $8,000 of
baked goods in supermarkets over the past three years.
Samuel Feldman was arraigned and then freed on $10,000 bail.
INTERNATIONAL
While its prospects of becoming a ski destination are decidedly low,
the city of Jerusalem received a highly unusual 15 inches of snow
last week.
The snowfall in the Holy Land was cause for celebration for many
residents.
• Fighting continued in Chechnya as Russian news services reported that 54 Chechen rebels had surrendered.
Earlier, Russian news agencies confirmed the story that Russia
was having a tough time fighting the rebels.
In fact, 900 Russian casualties had been reported — far more
than the Russians originally had been reporting.
Also, reports were made indicating that Russian troops were
having difficulty fending off the Guerrilla tactics of many of the
rebels.
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Safe for kids of all ages

Art course will head south of the border to Yucatan
Students can sign up for a month-long trek to Mexico to work on painting skills
BY JASMINE LELLOCK

A & E EDITOR
Spending a summer in the
Yucatan peninsula of Mexico is
a dream for many students.
Now, Kevin Wixted, assistant
professor of painting at AU, is
making that dream a reality.
Along with Visiting Assistant
Professor of Painting, Ro
Lohin, Wixted will conduct a
water-based painting seminar

on site in the Yucatan. The purpose of the course, according to
Wixted, is to provide a “great
experience for students to both
experience culture and landscape taken in through the
medium of painting.”
The course will involve a lot
of travelling and tours on-site in
archaeological sites and national parks.
“There will be lots of travelling to sites to study Mayan cul-

ture, both ancient and contemporary,” said Wixted.
He continued, “we will travel
to the Caribbean island Isla
Mujeres and inland to the capital city of Merida, getting a
complete portrait of the
Yucatan.”
Wixted and his wife have
been visiting the Yucatan for
the past ten years. Last year,
when they were visiting,
Wixted
encountered
an

American professor who had
brought students to learn.
He explained, “that’s how I
got the idea to take my students
there.”
The lush, tropical geography
is very conducive to a course of
this type, he asserted.
“It’s a very different part of
Mexico, because the geography
is less Spanish and more purely
Mayan.”
He continued, “that culture is

so wonderful and mysterious.
Although it is so close to the
US, aside from the tourist
areas, it is really unknown to
most Americans.”
A four-credit course, the class
will meet from June 15 through
July 15. Tuition for the program
is $2,610, and the deadline for
applying is Feb. 26. For more
information, contact Kathy
Isaman at 871-3142 or Kevin
Wixted at 871-2786. ■
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University hustles to keep up with snowfall
BY KRISTIN HOFFMAN

STAFF WRITER
When the snow starts to fall, the
AU Physical Plant starts up.
The Physical Plant staff clears
the campus of snow to keep the
students, staff, and faculty safe
while going about their daily routines.
Rick Walker, the supervisor of
the Physical Plant staff, leads a
team of eight to carry out this
duty. The plant has three plow
trucks and two snow plows. Five
of the men operate this equipment
while three shovel.
The snow that hit on Thursday,
Jan. 20 accumulated faster than
Walker’s crew could keep up. This
meant that instead of working
just the regular hours from 7:00
a.m. till 3:30 p.m., one of the men
had to come in at 4:00 in the morning and a few of the men had to
stay until 6:30 at night.
“The weather dictates our day.
From 6:00 a.m. until 12:00 p.m.
[three of the men] shoveled
straight through with only a halfhour break for lunch. Then they
went right back at it again,”
Walker indicated.
The number one priority is

clearing the roads to allow traffic
to come on campus, next the faculty/staff parking lots are cleared,
then the area around Powell
Campus Center is cleared, and
finally, the group of eight splits up
and some head north, while the
others head south.
Using sand and salt, however,
to aid in reducing ice on slick campus roads and walkways can be
environmentally detrimental and
has already corroded some of the
concrete and metal structures on
campus, thus providing a summer
job, which Walker and his crew
will attend to early on.
Walker explained that the plant
gets many comments from people
worried about such effects, and he
assured that the staff stays within
the limits of the sand and salt they
are able to put down.
“For the most part [it’s being
cleared well]. Except for the part
between Reimer and Powell,
which they hadn’t gotten to yet, it
was fine,” said Freshman Wes
Sweester.
Walker explained that he and
his crew do the best they can with
the limited budget and manpower
they have. The Physical Plant
offers unlimited amounts of work-

PHOTO BY JAY WEISBERGER

University plowers, two of them at work here, have been trying to clear AU’s snow covered walks. The Physical
Plant staff has had to prioritize which areas get cleared first.
study with flexible hours, and
Walker encouraged students to
come and help out.
Irv
Saxton,
the
other
Supervisor of the Grounds, has
instructions to call Walker if the
snow accumulates 2-3 inches
before the work day starts, which

will ultimately require much overtime work.
“Eight gentlemen working in
an eight-hour day or more to
cover that amount of territory
four times is quite a feat,” Walker
said, obviously impressed with his
crew.

Greeks gear up for spring rush period
BY JASON PILARZ

BILLING MANAGER
Approximately 20 percent of
Alfred students are affiliated with
the Greek system. This spring,
Alfred’s Greek community looks
to add new members as spring
rush prepares to kick off.
Rush is the period in which
interested students learn more
about Greek life in general and
about each of the individual houses, noted Associate Dean of
Students Daryl Conte, who oversees Greek organizations on campus.
Conte stated that, this year,
spring rush was scheduled to
begin Monday, Jan. 31 with an
introductory program called
Greek 101. Held in Holmes
Auditorium, Greek 101 provided
rushees with a chance to learn
more about the rush process and

about Greek life in general. At
this meeting, rushees also registered, which is required in order
to pledge a Greek organization.
At the gathering, Conte spoke
to rushees about Alfred’s strict
anti-hazing policy as well as about
leadership aspects of Greek organizations.
Conte pointed out that, to
many, the vision of Greek life is
one of a continuous party, and he
would like to explain to rushees
what happens “after the party is
over” by pointing out the various
aspects of running a fraternity or
sorority.
Following Greek 101, interested students will participate in
rush events which familiarize
them with each of the individual
houses and which will culminate
for some in tapping, the first night
of pledging a fraternity or sorority.
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Conte emphasized that all rush
events will be alcohol-free.
One aspect of rush that is new
this spring is the fact that men
will be required to go through an
organized rush. In the past, each
fraternity house was separate in
its rush activities and there was
little communication between the
fraternities.
Noted Conte, “generally men
have not rushed as a system.” He
felt that this policy weakened the
Alfred fraternity system because
of the lack of cohesion and communication between the houses.
Once rushees begin to rush,
they must visit each fraternity or
sorority house in order to pledge.
According to Conte, certain members of each Greek organization,
known as Rho Chis, will lead
rushees in groups to each of the
houses. Each Rho Chi is not identified with a particular fraternity
or sorority, but is a representative

of the Greek system at Alfred as a
whole.
Rush events are designed to be
“non-social,” Conte pointed out.
The events are in place in order
for rushees to become acquainted
with Greek life in general and
with each individual house and
are more informative than social.
For the Spring Rush, nearly
every Alfred student is eligible.
In order to pledge a fraternity or
sorority, a student must have
completed at least twelve credit
hours with a minimum cumulative
grade point average of 2.0.
However, each individual house
sets its own academic standards
as it wishes.
Nationally, the first Greek organization was founded in 1776. At
Alfred, the first fraternity was
founded in 1910 and today there
are eight fraternities and four
sororities, both local and nationally affiliated. ■
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Emily Burgoon, a freshman,
sympathized with the Physical
Plant staff.
“They’re doing the best they
can. It’s got to be hard,” she said.
Walker agreed with Burgoon.
“We have a big area and try to
do the best we can,” he said. ■

…Fire safety
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

safe with the door closed,
except ours. There was a meeting and if the building catches
fire, it’s going to burn; no one is
safe,” the person reported.
To the best of his knowledge,
Smith said he believed that the
residence halls are up-to-date
on fire codes. The Physical
Plant inspects the halls and
there are the proper number of
alarms and smoke detectors in
each one.
It is also Gonzalez’s understanding that the residence
halls are up-to-date. All doors
are fire-rated and fire extinguishers are all up-to-date.
He also feels positive about
residence hall safety because of
the people enforcing the safety
policies.
“Custodians come in at three
or four in the morning. RAs are
on the rounds before that.
There is usually a person of
responsibility around,” he said.
Gonzalez indicated that fire
safety will continue to be
emphasized through RA programs making residents take
fire drills seriously. ■
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Rahzel brings hip-hop to Holmes Auditorium
BY JUDY TSANG

COPY MANAGER
“If you’re all right, lemme hear
you say, I’m all right, I’m all riight!” Rahzel, of The Roots,
requested from the over 400 concert-goers packed into Holmes
Auditorium last Saturday.
Despite the over two-hour
wait for the concert due to transportation problems, the crowd

echoed Rahzel with clear energy
and obedience.
Rahzel, the “Godfather of
Noyze,” wanted his audience to
be happy and his audience was
ready to follow suit.
After a short intermission following the opening band,
Monolith, Rahzel’s DJ showed off
his articulate and rapid skills in
scratching the turntables.
The lights shifted away from
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Rahzel impresses the masses with his beat box skills.
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the DJ’s station at center stage
and dimmed mysteriously as the
long-awaited Rahzel walked onto
the thrust of the stage. As the
stage lights grew brighter, the
crowd found Rahzel wearing a
camouflaged jacket over baggy
jeans and tan construction boots.
Showing his New York City
pride, Rahzel topped his head
with a Yankees cap.
“Hip-hop is not just ‘bling
bling,’” Rahzel explained. “Let’s
break it down for them.”
With the help of his DJ, the
two broke down what hip-hop is
through the turntable and
Rahzel’s amazing ability to recreate the DJ’s music with his voice
alone. It then became a friendly
competition of imitation between
the two. Rahzel proposed a
phrase and the DJ, in a call and
response manner, would imitate
it.
After proving to the crowd his
capabilities, Rahzel proceeded to
create the soundtrack to a movie
trailer. This preview was complete with an announcer’s voice
over eerie background fillers and
even the voices of the supposed
actors, all produced by Rahzel
alone.
The audience fell captive to
Rahzel with enthusiastic and
encouraging cheers. Now that he
knew the crowd was made up of
fans, it was time to pick out who
the true die-hard fans were.
“Let’s see who really knows
hip-hop,” Rahzel challenged.
“You either know it or you don’t.”
To determine who really
knows their stuff, Rahzel
announced, “You’re enrolled in
Beat Box 101 and I’m Professor

Noyze.”
Beat Box is created when the
vocal chords imitate the rhythmic patterns of drums and other
percussion.
Rahzel did covers on various
songs, such as “All I Need” by
Method Man, “Bills, Bills, Bills”
by Destiny’s Child and “Ever
Fall in Love” by Shai.
Seeing how enthusiastic the
crowd was, Rahzel returned to
stage for an encore. His first single off the album, “All I Know”
was one of the encore songs. The
concert concluded with Rahzel
vocalizing Aaliyah’s “If Your Girl
Only Knew.”
Most impressive, and nearly
inconceivable, was his capability
to beat box virtually at the same
time as the lyrics.
Pulling a plug for himself,
Rahzel offered a free CD to
someone who didn’t own his
album at the end of his show.
Another audience member, however, protested by saying that
the album Rahzel was offering
was in fact his and he had thrown
it onto the stage to be autographed. Alarm fell over the
crowd when Rahzel suggested
that the two duel it out in a
wrestling match on stage.
“I’ll sing Ironman,” provided
Rahzel.
The two students proceeded to
get on stage and after a firm
handshake, they walked up to the
thrust of the stage. Uneasily,
they assumed typical wrestling
position and charged towards
each other. After one student
was flipped onto his back, Rahzel
announced that that was good
and the two cooperatively backed

up.
The crowd, and especially the
concert staff, seemed relieved
that no serious injury came from
the confrontation.
Opening for Rahzel was
Monolith, composed of Dan-E-O,
DJ Karlito Stylus and IRS, which
consists of Black Cat (Alwyn),
Korry Deez and T.R.A.C.K.S.
from Toronto. The group was
ready to stir up action at Alfred.
“I don’t know about you guys
but we came to party!” Dan-E-O
said.
Realizing the impatience the
audience still felt after standing
out in the Harder Hall lobby for
over two hours, Monolith
attempted to draw energy and
noise from the crowd by making
a competition of which of the
three sections could cheer the
loudest.
Based on the reaction of the
crowd, the group gave an impressive performance. Most notable
was the song “Fight the Bull,”
promoting listeners to take a
stand and fight against any injustices in society. It was complete
with Dan-E-O acting as a bull
while a towel was held out for the
“bull” to charge through.
Confident that the event had
gone well, Derrick Taveras got
on stage to announce ALANA’s
plans to bring in another hip-hop
act next year.
“Let’s make this an annual
thing,” Taveras declared. “Every
year, first weekend, second
semester, we’ll bring in a hip-hop
act.”
—Omar Perez helped contribute
to this article

All-student Vanities to be shown
BY CATHERINE A. KEVETT

STAFF WRITER
“It’s something everyone can
relate to on some level,” Marnie
Furniss, a senior theater and
comparative cultures double
major, commented on her senior
project, Vanities. All senior theater majors are required to complete a major project as part of
their degree program.
Thanks to the Smith-Crapsey
grant — a grant given to theater
and English students to encourage theatrical productions —
Furniss is able to fund and direct
Vanities, a play that she said she
has admired since she was
encouraged to study it in a set
design course during her freshman year.
Vanities is about three women
who are close friends as they

grow up, and then grow apart.
The play opens when they are in
their senior year of high school in
1963. It follows their lives for the
10 years after their high school
graduation.
The play brings up issues that
we all will be or are facing, such
as what we are going to do after
we graduate from college.
Vanities also examines the historical aspects of the 1960s and
1970s, like the Vietnam conflict
and the impact that it had on
American society.
“[I’m] working with two very
talented actresses and a very
good student director,” Jasmine
Lellock, a senior English major,
said of the other actors and
Furniss.
The cast includes Laura
Randall, a sophomore English
and communications studies

major, and Ashley Long, a sophomore theater major, as well.
Clinton Powell, a junior theater and English major who has
appeared in Translations and
Scapin and who will be appearing in this semester’s production
of Into the Woods, is stage managing for Vanities.
Although Vanities is completely student-run and operated, the
production would not be possible
without the help of Becky
Prophet, professor of theater,
and Mike Dempsey, associate
professor of stage and technical
theater.
Vanities will be performed
from Thursday, Feb. 17 through
Saturday, Feb 19 at 8 p.m.
Admission is free and open to the
public.
“I think everyone should see
this show,” Furniss said. ■
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Scout set short
BY JASMINE LELLOCK

A & E EDITOR
Student Activities Board started
the year off well with the band,
Scout, which played Friday, Jan.
21 in the Knight Club.
Originally
hailing
from
Michigan, the band is now based in
New York City. Indie label
ModMusic
recently
released
Scout’s first EP, Seemed like a
good idea at the time. In addition,
Alfred’s Sounds of the Semester
features their “Let Me Down
Easy.”
Having an old school feel, the
band performed covers of The
Beatles, The Replacements and
The Cure, in addition to original
and extemporaneous pieces.
“This was our first college gig,”
said Ashen Keilyn, guitarist and
lead vocalist. “We were really nervous.” Keilyn went on to explain
that they usually play in clubs.
The band did have a feel that
required more of a club atmosphere: intimate, dynamic and full
of personality. Scout had a feel all
its own. Their songs are catchy
and oddly familiar, yet poignant
and brooding.
Keilyn’s throaty, beautiful voice
and the intensity of lead guitarist
Steve Schiltz really set apart the
style of the band.
Schiltz is very talented and
played some tight, intricate riffs.
Infusing the sound with pulsing
energy were his stomp-box rever-

berations.
There was a lot of feedback,
which at times really accentuated
this edgy feel and at times distracted from its more pure sound.
Keilyn sang in a voice that was
so powerful and deep that it completely filled the space. Her sound
ranged from sexy and raspy to
sweet and light.
Her stepbrother and drummer,
Lou Rawles, and bassist Rimas
Remeza drove the music and
rounded out the sound of the band.
Their skill and energy moved the
music into darker, more powerful
territory.
Scout combined the pop feel of
The Beatles with the melancholy
and edge of Radiohead and Hole.
This unique combination worked
strangely well for them.
The only real drawback to their
performance was their lack of
material. Playing for just a little
over an hour, the band took too
much time in between sets figuring out what to play. This interrupted the groove of their performance and made the audience a bit
edgy.
However, they made up for this
with their sense of humor, telling
jokes and making fun of themselves throughout these breaks.
Despite the distraction of the
long pauses, Scout was truly
impressive. The band’s talent,
unity and unique sound offered its
audience a night of fun and powerful music. ■
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New year about to arrive for some
BY JUDY TSANG

COPY MANGER
Happy New Year! Again?
Although the majority of people
already rang in the new year on
January 1, 2000, many Asian communities await bringing in the new
year in accordance with the lunar
calendar.
The Lunar New Year is celebrated on the first day on the First
Moon of the lunar calendar. This
year, it falls on Feb. 5. It is more
commonly known as Chinese New
Year to those of Chinese descent
and Korean New Year to Koreans.
Before a new year commences,
it is important for Chinese families
to clean all corners of their houses.
This “sweeping of the grounds” is
to rid the household of the past
year’s bad luck.
The Chinese also get their hair
cut before the new year to avoid
cutting away the luck of the new
year.
The presence of food is incredibly important to the Chinese during the new year. All members of
the family gather to eat the last
meal of the year together. On the
first day of the new year, traditional new year delicacies, such as
melon seeds, flowers, fruits and
‘niangao,’ New Year cakes, are put
out. Steamed dumplings with hidden coins in them are served to
children as well.
On the first day of the year,
younger members of the family
bow and pay respect to their parents and elders. They are then

rewarded with red Lai-See. LaiSees are red envelopes containing
lucky money in them.
It is also crucial for everyone in
the family to bow and burn incense
and fake money in honor of ancestors and family that have past
away.
Unfortunately,
after
the
Cultural Revolution in China, it
was illegal to participate in these
traditions, Xiaowen Chen, professor of art, explained. “It was considered to be trash,” he said.
There weren’t any parades
either in Chen’s hometown of
Dalian, China. Instead, the residents competed to see who could
spend the most on firecrackers.
“There would be thick blankets
of ashes and the smell of it, too,”
Chen said of the firecrackers.
Now in America, Chen rarely
celebrates the new year.
“I’ve been here 12 years and I
never really celebrate,” Chen
admitted. “The most I will do is see
friends in Rochester [but] I will
call my parents on [New Year’s]
day,” Chen said of his plans for this
new year.
In a country where the new year
is celebrated twice, traditional
Koreans will most likely observe
the lunar new year. It is the official
new year’s day in the nation where
all stores, banks and government
establishments are closed.
Different families celebrate the
new year in different ways. Some
families gather on the eve of the
First Moon and begin their feast
whereas other families do not feast

until the day of the First Moon.
Like Chinese New Year, food is
essential in the celebration.
Koreans have rice soup and rice
cakes. Both are made with sticky
rice dough. The rice cakes are
molded into a long cylindrical rod
and sliced into thin pieces. These
rice cakes are used in the rice
soups. The amount of rice soups
eaten is symbolic in adding a year
to the age of a child.
Although Koreans have stopped
wearing traditional clothing every
day, many still wear traditional
garb during the first few days of
the new year. Children receive
new clothes to wear on these days
as well.
There are many crucial things to
do the first day of the year. It is
believed that what you do on the
first day will continue for the rest
of the year.
“My mom used to tell me to
study on the first day,” Ji Yeon
Woo, a sophomore art and design
student recalled. “She wouldn’t let
me wash, clean or do any hard
work.” This was to prevent her
from cleaning all year, Woo
explained.
Another tradition some families
followed is to hang up a wishlist for
the family and try to achieve the
wishes throughout the year.
“We wake up everyday and see
it,” Woo said. “It encourages us to
accomplish the goal.”
Now that she is at Alfred, away
from her home, Pusan, South
Korea, Woo does not plan to celebrate the new year either. ■
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Remembering the AU of 100 years ago
First in a series of historical accounts of AU through the twentieth century
BY STEPHANIE WEBSTER

EDITOR
One hundred years ago, Alfred
University was small but personal,
“the same but different,” said
Laurie McFadden, head of Special
Collections at Herrick Library.
Societal norms were different,
McFadden stressed. Men and
women were separated on the
University. Strict curfews were
enforced, she added.
However, the University was
still friendly, and a good place to
get an education. There was also
more interaction between the
town
and
the
University,
McFadden said.
According to McFadden, students came to AU by train, or they
walked if they lived within ten
miles. “Students complain [about
walking] now!” she joked.
In the 1890s at Alfred, students
needed permission to leave campus, McFadden explained. The
University served as parents to
the students.
What else was different about
Alfred? Kanakadea Hall was a
grammar school, and the Alfred
Academy was held in Alumni Hall.
Like many schools around the
country, AU trained many students to become teachers.
Unlike today, there was a great
deal of class spirit. Classes had
their own colors and mottos, and
classes would band together freshmen with juniors and sophomores with seniors[See “The
Sophs,” p 11].
Class rivalry was a big deal.
Sophomores, celebrating their
release from lowly freshman-hood,
would issue what were known as
“procs” to the freshmen.
According to Lauren Mier, an
AU graduate, in a essay titled
“Nyanny-Nyanny-Goo-Goo: Pranks
and Class Rivalries in Alfred
through the Ages,” the procs were
signs that would be posted all over
campus. They ordered the freshmen to do certain things or face the
consequences.
And then there was the Black
Knight. According to Mier, there

was “a very large black stove in
the Lyceum library, and atop this
stove stood an iron statue of a
knight, black as coal.”
The stove was eventually discarded into the Kanakadea creek,
but two roommates rescued the
Knight. For years after, the even
and odd class years battled over

developed as “part of a nation-wide
movement, which assisted in the
spreading of knowledge to the
common citizen.”
The Lyceums were also
designed to prepare students to
take leadership roles in the larger
world.
The first literary society at

professor of humanities and mayor
of the Village of Alfred, since
World War I was a relatively short
war, it didn’t have the big effect on
students that a war such as
Vietnam would have.
“[World War I] sped up the
process of ending Victorian attitudes,” Ostrower explained. It

more cynical. After World War I,
Ostrower explained, Americans
began to be skeptical of the educational system. Some began to
believe that Universities were
“part of the machine.”
A different era, with different
opinions, customs and traditions.
Yet we still recognize the Alfred

A picture of the Alfred University campus in 1915, with the Brick, Alumni Hall, Susan Howell Hall, The Steinheim, Kanakadea Hall and Carnegie Hall clearly visible.
possession of the Knight.
Even and odd classes had another seemingly strange rivalry: banquets.
According to Mier, each class
was supposed to hold a banquet for
the entire class — and they had to
do it without their rivals finding
out about it and crashing it. This
practice led to banquets being held
at odd hours of the day (or night)
and in strange places.
Another Alfred tradition that
seems strange to us today are the
Lyceums. Fraternity and sorority
life didn’t appear on AU’s campus
until the second decade of the
twentieth century. Lyceums took
some of the roles later filled by
Greek organizations.
According
to
Phillip
S.
Brewster, another AU graduate,
in his essay, “The Impact of
Lyceums at Alfred University,”
the lyceums were literary societies

Alfred was formed from 1836-1837,
and was called the Alfred
Debating Society.
Other lyceums over 100 years
ago at AU included the
Amphyctonic group, which was
formed to advance philosophical
and
law
studies,
the
Alphadelphian, which provided literary debates and meetings, and
the Platonic Society, which studied
Greek, Latin and classical literature.
The
Orophilians,
Alleghanians, Alfredians and
Athenaens came later.
By the turn of the 20th century,
Alfred University was over 50
years old. Students participated in
many of the same activities as students today, and many different
ones.
Just before 1920, AU students
had an important issue on their
minds: world war.
According to Gary Ostrower,

1900

1960

United States

Statistics
Total United States population
Urban (cities with population of
2500 or more)
Rural
New York State

76,094,000
30,160,000 (40%)

179,323,000
113,056,000 (63%)

45,835,000 (60%)
7,268,894

66,267,000 (37%)
16,782,304

Enrollment in higher education
Undergraduate enrollment
Graduate enrollment
Faculty

238,000
232,000
6,000
23,868

3,216,000
2,874,000
342,000
380,554

Illiteracy

10.7%

2.4%

Average family size

4.7 people

3.7 persons

Average male life expectancy
Average female life expectancy

46.3 years
48.3 years

66.6 years
73.1 years

Total motor vehicle deaths
Total executions
Total lynchings

less than 100
155
115

38,137
56
none recorded

Employment
Male employment
Female employment
Unemployment

29,030,000
23,711,000 (82%)
5,319,000 (18%)
5%

70,612,000
47,025,000 (66%)
23,587,000 (33%)
5.6%

—Statistics compiled from This Fabulous Century, volume 1, 1900-1910. 1969, Time Inc. New York. Series
editor: Ezra Bowen

served to liberalize American sexual mores, he added.
“It abruptly ended an isolationist century,” Ostrower said.
World War I began in idealism;
the United States wanted to
democratize the world. But by its
end, many Americans had become

University of 100 years ago.
Looking at old pictures and reading old accounts is like looking
through a family photo album.
Clothes have changed, hairstyles
look strange — but the faces are
familiar. ■

Alfred University President Boothe Colwell Davis, who led AU into the
twentieth century.

Grocery and department
store prices, early 1900s
Two stores’ examples from the turn of the century
Grocery store
Eggs
Butter
Coffee
Sugar

12 cents/dozen
18 cents/pound
15 cents/pound
$5.80/100 pounds

Department store
Ladies’ tailormade suit
Ladies’ tailormade skirt

$10
$4

Ladies’ shoes
Silk petticoat

$1.50
$5.00

Men’s suit
Underwear
Work shoes

$9.00
$.50
$1.25

Blanket
Sewing machine

$.35
$12.00
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In the Fiat Lux
Tuesday,
September 25,
1917
“A paper about themselves,
published weekly by the students of Alfred University”
“Two New Ideas”
The Fiat Conceived Them for
the Entertainment of Its
Readers

The Brick, or Ladies’ Hall, as it was first called, was originally intended to house 100 women. It contained a dining hall until the Powell Campus
Center was built. The president of AU has lived there, and it has hosted numerous social events. “The Brick” was adopted as a nickname in
1933.

The ideas are not elephantine; the Fiat conceived them.
One is very commonplace, and
the other quite ordinary. It may
be that the first one isn’t after
all, a real idea. Neither is the
second, perhaps. But the Fiat
conceived them, nevertheless.
The Fiat is going to publish
an accurate account of the
weather as Alfred experiences
it; that is, when the weather is
interesting enough to deserve
publication. The other is the
day by day diary of a camp Dix
soldier, published, probably
anonamously [sic].

“The Sophs”
September days again are here;
The nights are growing colder,
And we have thoughts of fireside cheer,
When the year’s a little older.
Now yearling Sophs do strut about,
Vain of their wondrous learning.
They never see the sun come out,
Nor the stars around him burning.
The glory of the King of Day
Is stripped of half his splendor.
When sophs come out, he fades away,
He must to them surrender.
Does not the universe revolve
About these yearlings? Who can wonder?
A year sufficed for them to solve
The problem Earth still staggers under.
Nought is too deep, nought too profound,
To cause this wondrous class vexation,
The depths of wisdom they will sound,
How exalted is their station
—One of the freshmen, The Alfred University Monthly, 1900-1901.

“There was never before, so much truth available for the human mind as there is today.
Never were the appliances for the
observation, illustration and demonstration of
truth so perfect and complete as we now have
them; and I believe I am not deceived, and do
not overstate the facts, when I say that never
were students so eager to know the truth, and
so unprejudiced and open-minded to receive
and use the truth, as you and the thousands of
your fellow students are in these, the closing
days of the 19th century.”
—College opening address by Boothe Colwell Davis, 1900

The Fiat Lux:
We’ve been here
since before
you were born.

The Steinheim circa 1915. It doesn’t look much different, does it? The Steinheim has served many purposes, including the home of the campus radio station, WALF, and a museum in its years at AU, and it has
always been a campus landmark.
It was remodeled and rededicated in the fall of 1997. The Steinheim currently houses AU’s Career
Development Center, and has also hosted such events as a murder mystery game.
The stones around the top of the Steinheim each represent one county in New York State.
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SOS CD’s best is AU’s own
BY STEPHANIE WEBSTER

EDITOR
The most enjoyable highlights of
the Spring 2000 Sounds of the
Semester CD may be the performances by AU’s own students and
faculty.
It’s good to know that some of
AU’s own performing artists have
been recognized on this compilation.
The CD begins with Joe Gow,
associate dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences and
chair of the Communications
Studies department, singing a
bluesy version of the Alfred
University alma mater. Gow’s rendition of the song that most of us
can only mumble along with is fun
and energetic.
The AU Jazz Ensemble contributes to the CD with “Manteca,”
which demonstrates their talent
for playing catchy and “danceable”
songs.
The AU Chamber Singers perform Moses Hogan’s spiritual,
“The Battle of Jericho,” demonstrating their amazing range and

versatility,
while
Laurel
Buckwalter performs “What a
Wonderful World” on the AU
Carillon. Having a recording of the
Carillon on CD is a great way for
students to preserve the memory
of an AU landmark.
Jason
Hendricks’
“Lost
Thoughts” represents the popular
Lyrical
Unity
Coffeehouse.
Hendricks’ poem flows over the listener, giving an enjoyable, if hard
to understand, experience.
The AU Concert Band performance of “Washington Grays” is
spirited and enjoyable, but it
comes as a surprise on a CD almost
entirely filled with what can loosely be termed “pop music.”
Although the selections on the
CD are eclectic, with few exceptions, they flow naturally together,
like a soundtrack of life at AU.
Other highlights on the CD
include the catchy “A Bang Up Job
for Morsels” by Gifted Children
and the powerful, haunting
“Ironspy” by Splashdown.
P.R. Smith’s Hidden Drives
gives a new twist to Shakespeare’s
Sonnet XXV.

Scout, which played two weekends ago at AU, has already
achieved some success: The band
was featured on the WB show
“Felicity.” “Let Me Down Easy”
certainly sounds like it belongs on
a show like “Felicity,” but that
doesn’t have to be a bad thing. The
song is immensely singable.
Libby Kirkpatrick promises to
be an enjoyable show; she is scheduled to visit AU on Feb. 5. Her
voice is reminiscent of Ani
DiFranco, but softer and more
melodic.
“Song for You and Me,” by Dave
Binder, is a rather predictable folkenvironmental lament. While his
message is admirable, Binder’s
music might be more popular with
a younger set, those less aware of
the trite “we’ve ruined the world
and we have to make it better”
cliches.
The bonus tracks from the fall
semester of 1999 are very strong.
Those who missed performances
by the Nuyorican Poets, American
Gypsy and Percy Hill will wish
they had had the chance to attend
the shows. ■

Fiat Lux

Students pitch in to
produce Sounds CD
BY SARAH GUARIGLIA

STAFF WRITER
Unlike the Fall 1999 Sounds of
the Semester CD, which seemed
to materialize in students’ Powell
boxes without warning, the
Spring 2000 CD is almost entirely a student-driven effort.
A committee of one graduate
and five undergraduate students,
with the help of the Student
Activities Board, the Division of
Design and design students,
oversaw most aspects of the CD’s
production.
The committee began by
selecting the tracks featured
from each performer.
According to Dan Napolitano,
director of Student Activities,
“the students decided to cut the
comedy tracks because they
became too repetitive” when listening to the CD several times.
Instead, the committee included
tracks such as the Alfred
University alma mater, performed by Joe Gow, associate
dean of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences.
An important aspect of the
Spring 2000 CD’s production was
the selection of cover design. A
group of 20 sophomore design
students created individual covers, which were then critiqued
and voted on by the CD committee.
Professor of graphic design Jae
Barclay said, “the students were

encouraged to think beyond what
a CD design should look like, to
communicate an idea that would
speak for the music, the
University, and the audience.”
Barclay said, “clean layout,
unexpected solutions and refined
typography were also very
important.”
The artists’ efforts yielded a
wide variety of impressive
design concepts. The CD committee settled on Ji Yeon Woo’s soft
but professional work for the
cover.
“It looks like a warm sweater,
but the idea came from a sock,”
Woo said. She “zoomed in on
color to represent diversity, and
harmonized the different colors”
while keeping the design simple.
The designs, whether used for
the cover or not, proved to be a
valuable project for many students’ portfolios.
The CD was produced in
Buffalo at the ESP Sound Studio.
A trip is planned for next fall’s
committee members to tour the
studio and find out exactly how
the CDs are created.
Plans for next semester’s CD
also include an adjustment in distribution, as students will most
likely have to pick up CDs if they
want them. However, Napolitano
reported that “while we received
about 100 returns last semester,
only around 40 CDs were
returned this time.” ■

Fiat staffers tell of Y2K
BY JASMINE LELLOCK

A & E EDITOR
Y2K came and went, and there
were no explosions, no major
power outages, and money did not
fly out of the ATMs. Boring,
right?
So, to liven things up a bit, several Fiat executive members tell
what they were doing when the
year 2000 arrived.
“I just hung out with friends; I
wasn’t concerned or worried at
all.” -Jason Pilarz, billing manager
“I went to see a local band play
(Rustic Overtures) and then
enjoyed the New Year with
friends.” -Andy Berman, sports
editor
“I watched TV (in fact, just listened), played with my relatives,
and ate a lot of food.” -Richard
Seo, advertising manager
“I did nothing, went to a party
where we had to wear helmets in
case of Y2K problems. Then, we
set off fireworks, which are illegal
in Massachusetts. Oh, and we
weren’t sure if we a started forest
fire.” -Paula Whittaker, business
manager
“I went to a bar with friends. I
was not worried about Y2K. It
was the best New Year’s of my
life...so far.” -Carmen Andrews,
production manager
“I sat between my parents on the
couch. I’m pathetic, no? But I had
to work the next morning. I didn’t
want to be out in the cold with all
my crazy friends at First Night in
Buffalo.
At
midnight
the
University of Buffalo set off fire-

works, and for just a second we
thought something was exploding. Next year I am doing something way more fun.” -Stephanie
Webster, editor
“I went to my cousin’s house and
brought in the new millennium
with about fifteen of my cousins
and other various relatives. Yes, I
have a lot of family! Since my dad
had to work, we did the countdown over the phone. We drank
sparkling cider and had cheese!
And my mommy kissed me.” —
Judy Tsang, copy manager
“I went to a friend’s house, and we
ate dinner, listened to bad music
from the last few decades, danced,
had card tricks and waited for
Y2K to hit. We were not nervous
because other countries had made
it through, but we stood fast hoping that something big would happen. So, basically, it was a major
disappointment for me.” —
Charlie Casparius, web manager
As for me, I had a very lovely
New Year’s at the Ritz Carlton in
Washington, D.C. I went with my
boyfriend’s family. We dressed up
in fancy clothes, ate a four-course
meal (with the most amazing
Viennese dessert table) and
danced all night.
Between each course, there
were entertainers: beautiful
champion ballroom dancers, a
comedic magician who kept stealing wallets in plain view of the
partiers, and a troupe of dancers
who performed period American
dances from the past 100 years.
So, overall, Y2K worked out for
all of us. Hopefully, the rest of the
year will be just as fun for everyone. ■
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MP3 music all the rage heading into 2000
BY TOYIN AKINMUSURU

MICHIGAN DAILY
U. MICHIGAN
(U-WIRE) ANN ARBOR, Mich. — The
act of listening to music has never
been the same since the invention
of the MP3 audio format. The ability to highly compress audio and
still have the great sound quality
associated with CDs made it possible to easily pass music files over
the Internet and revolutionized
the way people look at sharing and
distributing music. (MP3 file sizes
are less than one 10th of that occupied by the standard CD audio format.)
The new revolution in music is
Web-casting — listening to music
streamed from a website. More
people have Internet connections
higher than 56K, allowing users to
access much larger files. Better
compression technologies are making these files even smaller, making listening to Metallica online
just as good as playing their latest
CDs in your computer.
Many companies have been
aggressively pioneering technologies to help the average person listen to (and even broadcast) music
through the web. Here is a quick
look at some of the major con-

tenders.
SHOUTcast.com
The oldest music-caster is
SHOUTcast, a product by
NullSoft, the same people that created the popular WinAmp MP3
player. Building on the success of
WinAmp, Nullsoft created a plugin that would allow DJs to stream
their MP3s and allow others to listen to these streams with their
WinAmp player.
The latest implementation of
SHOUTcast also has support of
the
AOL-owned
Instant
Messenging systems, ICQ and
AOL Instant Messenger.
The functionality of SHOUTcast
is not just limited to the Windows
operating
systems,
although
WinAmp is only available on that
platform, SHOUTcast also supports the Macintosh and various
Linux and Unix operating systems.
Live365.com
Another entry into the foray is
Live365.com, which has similar
services to SHOUTcast, making it
easy to broadcast and listen to
music after installing their software. Like SHOUTcast, Live365
supports
multiple
platforms,

releasing downloads for both the
Macintosh and Windows operating
systems.
A major benefit to people using
Live365 is the ability to save files
on their servers. Wannabe DJs can
upload up to 365 MBs of MP3s onto
the Live365 servers, and set the
order of their music’s streaming.
That’s over 70 MP3s an up-andcoming performer or band can use
to showcase their songs. This service is on top of the ability to do
live music-casting from any computer.
Live365.com also seems to be
the biggest broadcaster of streaming MP3 audio content, estimating
30 percent of the total streaming
MP3 audience.
My.MP3.com
The most controversial online
music-caster is the My.MP3 service, provided by MP3.com. The
service does not currently allow
DJs to conduct live streaming of
their music - or even upload their
original works, as the other two
companies do.
The My.MP3 software reads
CDs inserted into a computer and
compares them to a library of
MP3s held by MP3.com. Based on
the CD, artist and song title, the

Loud music can kill hearing
BY CHAD SWIATECKI

THE STATE NEWS
MICHIGAN STATE U.
(U-WIRE) EAST LANSING, Mich. —
Chris Kowske’s ears first told him
something was wrong when he
was 18. “I was at a Cure concert
and I came out with my ears ringing,” Kowske said. “I had kind of
expected it and [normal hearing]
came back quickly so I didn’t
worry about it.”
Now, years later, Kowske is a
semi-professional musician as a
guitarist with the East Lansing
band Insol and finds himself practicing and performing close to
loud, potentially ear-damaging
sound equipment several times a
month.
Still, Kowske said he doesn’t
worry about protecting his hearing.
“Every once in a while I’ll have
this feeling of silence after we play
that will take about an hour to get
rid of,” Kowske said. “But I never
really think about protecting my
ears when we play.”
Musicians like Kowske are part
of a segment of the population —
which includes manufacturing,
construction and transportation
workers, dentists and even homemakers — whose ability to hear
properly is endangered by constant contact with loud instruments, machines and appliances.
Jerry Punch, chairman of
Michigan
State
University’s
Department of Audiology and
Speech Sciences, said loud music,
around the range of 100 decibels or
more, is the factor people most
associate with hearing loss.
“Musicians like [The Who guitarist] Pete Townsend have come
out against high levels of exposure
to noise, and there have been studies of rock bands and people who
attend concerts that show they
suffer hearing loss,” Punch said.
“If you’re at a concert sitting close
to a speaker you’ll be exposed to
levels that can cause loss.”

Though sitting through one concert with noise levels between 120
to 140 decibels, louder than a jet
taking off, can be enough to cause
permanent damage to a person’s
hearing, Punch said industrial
workers or anyone who has daily
exposure to droning machines can
experience the same type of damage without any of the telltale
ringing to alert them that something is wrong.
“With music it’s an immediate,
noise-induced loss,” he said. “In
factories it’s a gradual loss that
people don’t notice until they have
trouble hearing everyday speech
and it’s too late.”
When sound enters the ear it
vibrates the tympanic membrane,
setting the bones of the inner ear
in motion, which in turn vibrate
liquid inside the cochlea where
hair cells complete the final part of
the process and turn the hydraulic
movement into electrical impulses
that are transmitted to the brain.
It’s during the final step, if the
hair cells become damaged, that
the ability to hear can be affected.
To understand how the ear is damaged by loud or constant noise,
Patti Hergenreder, an audiologist
for MSU’s Oyer Speech, Language
and Hearing Clinic, said it’s best to
think of the grass in your backyard.
“If you walk a certain path
through your backyard once, the
grass will spring back and grow
normally,” said Hergenreder, who
is also the coordinator of audiology
for the Department of Audiology
and Speech Sciences. “But if you
walk that path repeatedly, over
time the grass gets trampled
down and loses its resiliency.
“Sound does the same thing to
those hair cells and because of that
they have the sensation that
something is still happening, and
they’re saying that they’re still
being stimulated,” she said. “If
your ears are ringing, that’s the
strongest indication that the
sound was too loud.”

The ear can recover from infrequent exposure to loud sounds.
But Hergenreder recommends
that those who use loud devices
such as musical instruments,
heavy machinery and even smaller
appliances such as vacuums or
blenders, consider earplugs to
dampen the high frequency noise
that does the most damage to the
hair cells.
“If they are worn on a regular
basis, earplugs can be very helpful,” she said. “Many are acoustically designed for musicians to let
you hear without affecting the
quality of the music.”
Hergenreder said the clinic
offers special dual-filter earplugs
that reduce noise by 15 to 20 decibels. The devices cost $90 with a
single filter and $120 for two filters.
Kowske’s fellow guitarist, Keith
Pople, said he doesn’t use ear protection devices because they tend
to alter the type of sound he hears
when on stage.
“I find that it drowns out everything and I miss little things like
when [drummer] Ken [Merley]
has to yell something to me across
the stage,” Pople said. “I can tell
when I’m going to have a problem,
like when the monitors are
cranked and it feels like my ears
are going to bleed.
“But I’m not worried about
becoming deaf, or if I think about
it, it’s not a big concern.”
Lansing resident Matt Hadley
only hears loud music during occasional visits to local bars and dance
clubs, but even that small amount
of exposure, he said, is enough to
send him home with ringing ears.
“When I’m on my way home and
at night my ears will ring and I’ll
turn on music to drown it out
when I go to sleep” Hadley said.
“But the effects never last longer
than a night and so I don’t worry
about it that much. “ Even if it did
get to be a problem, I wouldn’t
bother to protect my ears because
I like the loud music.” ■

same MP3 is pulled from the online
library and added to the user’s
streaming list.
My.MP3 is supposed to only
work with original CDs (burned
CDs or MP3s won’t work) forcing
users of the service to buy the
album. The MP3.com library has
over 45,000 CDs in inventory and
is increasing everyday, increasing
the likelihood of being able to use
the My.MP3 service. Because of
the constant library expansion, it is
possible to have a CD stream
today that was not in the database
yesterday.
The
Recording
Industry
Association of America (RIAA)
has filed a copyright violation suit
against MP3.com for compiling
their music library without RIAA
consent. In an open letter to
MP3.com
CEO
Michael
Robertson,
RIAA
President
Hilary Rosen called the expansion
of the MP3.com database a brazen
violation of copyright law.
The future of this service will be
determined in the courts.
Napster.com
The last member of our group is
not a company that even engages
in any type of streaming media.
Napster has gained notoriety and

membership for being a repository
for MP3 files. The downloaded
software allows users to connect
their files to the Napster network,
making it easy to search other people’s hard drives and download
wanted MP3s from those remote
computers — and vice versa. This,
in essence, creates a giant database even larger and more diverse
than anything offered by the above
companies.
The problem for Napster is the
lack of control the company has
(also a strong point) over the files
being transferred by its users. Any
files — MP3s, movies, images and
even applications, can be uploaded
and downloaded through the
Napster system.
The RIAA has also sued
Napster for copyright violations,
claiming that Napster created an
environment ideal for the trafficking of illegal MP3s, a case whose
outcome will be closely linked to
that of the MP3.com suit.
As the technologies and bandwidth to send and receive music
are constantly changing, the ways
in which digital music will evolve is
still uncertain. One thing is for
sure — you’ll never hear music the
same way again. ■

Feng Shui examined
BY ALLISON DINELLI

THE DAILY COUGAR
U. HOUSTON
(U-WIRE) HOUSTON — Take a quick
look around. Your lack of metal
and water could be adversely
affecting your environment. That
appalling test score you have been
agonizing over could be due in
part to poor Feng Shui. A simple
tweak of the couch and a nice red
rug paired with a breathtaking
metal sculpture could be all you
need to thrust yourself into the
ch’i centered realm of wealth,
fame, knowledge and self-cultivation.
“What most people don’t understand is that your space doesn’t
have to look like a tacky Chinese
restaurant to have good Feng
Shui,” Lorraine Wilcox, L. Ac. of
the American Feng Shui Institute
said.
“Feng Shui is merely the
Chinese art of placement dealing
with the five elements — wood,
fire, metal, water and earth. Shiny
icons inside hanging paper
lanterns have nothing to do with
anything except bad interior
design.”
The future often takes its cues
from the past; many of the popular alternative health practices
have their roots in ancient
Chinese knowledge, and Feng
Shui is no exception.
In recent years, Americans
have become increasingly curious
and open-minded about the benefits of Feng Shui. Many
Americans who employ the technique report better, more successful business and better love lives.
The basic premise of this
ancient Chinese eco-art is that
“every building located in harmony with nature and arranged for
comfort, security and vitality will
become a source of well-being and
prosperity for its occupants,”
Seann Xenja, a Feng Shui practitioner, said. “Living and working
in places that reflect imbalance
can cause or exacerbate many of

the problems and stress of modern life.”
Underlying the principles of
Feng Shui is the concept of ch’i life energy. This energy fills the
atmosphere, and people as well.
“A person’s ch’i animates the
body and is the source of their
unique essence,” Xenja said.
The importance of the ch’i is
that of interplay between people
and the environment. The goal of
Feng Shui is to harmonize and
balance energies while curing
problem areas and deflecting
harmful energies.
“Ch’i enters a structure
through its doors and windows,”
Xenja said. Hallways and interior
walls serve as corridors for the
flow of ch’i throughout the building. Plants, furniture arrangements, objects such as mirrors,
round-cut glass crystals and brass
wind chimes can further direct
and shape the course of ch’i.”
Now what? So your dorm faces
the wrong way and there is no
immediate source of water other
than what collects in the gutter, or
what is stored in the tank of the
toilet. Without feeling vital in
your space, how can you possibly
be expected to perform?
In most situations, easy solutions will cure your problem,
unless of course, your “space”
happens to be built over a cemetery. If that is the case, call the
wrecking ball.
If you suspect that your dorm
or apartment has a problem, call a
Feng Shui consultant to do a reading. Like a doctor doing an exam,
the consultant will visit your
space and give advice on how best
to arrange and design for maximum harmony and balance.
“One of the easiest things to do
to remedy poor Feng Shui is to rid
the room of clutter, get rid of
sharp angles and create a workspace with a wide view of the
room,” Wilcox said. “This will better focus attention and heighten
creativity.” ■
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Professor talks of cancer surgery, recovery
WOMEN’S
STUDIES
R O U N D TA B L E

BY EMILIE HARDMAN

STAFF WRITER
“The best thing I’ve learned
from having breast cancer is
that my life is a gift,” said Linda
Mitchell, Associate Professor of
History and director of the
Critical
Discourse
Studies
minor, at this month’s Women’s
Studies Roundtable.
Mitchell’s talk, “Me and My
Shadow (On my Mammogram):
Breast Cancer as Epiphany,”
drew 60 people into the Knight
Club on Friday during the noon
hour. It was the largest audience the monthly roundtable
has seen this school year.
Having
recently
gone
through
surgery
and
chemotherapy for breast cancer, Mitchell boldly presented,
with a surprising, but welcome
sense of humor, a moving narrative about her experience with
breast cancer.
“My experience was basically
a series of epiphanies,” said
Mitchell.
One evening at 8 p.m.,
Mitchell received a call she had

been waiting for without any
concern. It was her doctor
reporting on the results of
recent and fairly routine tests.
Mitchell had no family history
of breast cancer and felt wonderfully healthy, so what was
there to worry about?
However, just two sentences
from the doctor dropped worry
on her shoulders like a heavy
yoke.
A mass in her breast was
malignant. Could she come in
immediately to discuss options?
“I didn’t want to tell anybody
that night, I needed to get
information for myself first,”
said Mitchell.
When she began to research
breast cancer though, Mitchell
found confusing and contradictory information. Even after
meeting with her surgeon, all
that was really solid in
Mitchell’s mind was her date for
surgery and that she would not
be having a foam breast put in.
Mitchell said that she was not
too worried though about the
impending surgery or the
breast cancer in general.
Certainly, she wasn’t in the best
of situations, but she never had
any doubts about surviving the
experience. The question that
weighed most heavily on her
mind at that point was, “When
will I be able to play golf
again?”
What was actually complicating her life more than the

breast cancer itself was the
involvement of her family and
now ex-husband. The constant
questions and concerns of other
people were hard to for Mitchell
to deal with, especially as she
worked on answering her own
questions.
Mitchell’s attitude, which was

“My life is a
gift. I don’t
squander or
make
compromises now. I
am very
conscious of
the things
that make
me happy”
very positive, also caused trouble because others could not
understand why she was not
frantic with worry. Dealing
with
these
problems
led
Mitchell to her first epiphanies.
“Cancer does not bring peo-

Student
savings at

Monday and Tuesday
College night!
$12.50 lift tickets with student ID!

ple together,” she said. Mitchell
refutes the popular claim that
illnesses draw people closer.
Breast cancer seemed to strain
the relationships in her life
more than anything else did.
“If people want to help a person in their life with cancer,
they should ask that person
what they need. That is the best
way to be helpful; other things
can really get in the way,” said
Mitchell.
Others intruding in their
attempts at help led Mitchell to
another epiphany which was
that it is not a good idea to let
other people make decisions for
you, even physicians.
“I know my body better than
any doctor,” said Mitchell. It is
important to stay in control of
the process, she said. The experience of surgery can certainly
overwhelm, but to give up
active involvement is to in
effect give into the cancer.
“I alternated between actively fighting the cancer and
actively ignoring it,” said
Mitchell.
Research on the correlation
between attitude toward cancer
and survival rates show that
survival rates are better for
people who have those attitudes
as opposed to those who have a
negative response and deny
involvement and responsibility.
So it was with a positive attitude that Mitchell went into
surgery with. It is an attitude

that may have helped her come
through the experience with
such success, especially if success is measured in number of
hours recuperating before getting back out on the golf course.
Mitchell was beating her
opponents on the greens 72
hours after her surgery.
“Actually, the surgery didn’t
scare me. If that’s was all I had
to deal with, this would have
been a cake walk,” said
Mitchell. “The problem,” she
continued, “was chemotherapy.”
The bright blue flow of toxic
chemotherapy into her system
left Mitchell dazed, confused
and nauseous. She compared
chemotherapy, which works by
killing off cancer cells and white
(helper) cells in the body, to
medieval medical practices such
as drinking urine to cure disease.
“I came out of my first chemo
treatment with a white blood
cell count equal to someone in
the advanced stages of HIV,”
said Mitchell.
Despite all of the hard times
and
complications
though,
Mitchell came through the
experience of breast cancer
with an extremely important
realization.
“My life is a gift. I don’t
squander or make compromises
now. I am very conscious of the
things that make me happy,”
she said in closing. ■

February 14th
A Very Special Day
Don’t Forget It!

Valentine Gift Suggestions

Valentine Greeting Cards
Huggable Plush Animals
Secret Love Boxes & Jars
Jewelry - Jewelry - Jewelry
Picture Frames
Chocolate - Chocolate - Chocolate
Much More!
Enter Our Valentine’s Day Drawing!
$25 Gift Certificate Give Away
Mon-Fri 10-5 Sun 11-4

Wednesday and Thursday
College tubing night!
$5.00 to tube from 4 p.m. to 9 p.m. with
Student ID!
With temperatures down, there s no
better time to ski, tube or snowboard at
Swain, the closest major ski area to
Alfred University!
For more information call Swain at 607-545-6511.

The Gallery
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Alfred, N.Y. 14802
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AU Chamber Singers, strings gear up for tour
BY JUDY TSANG

COPY MANAGER
Thirty AU students will be performing in Scandinavia this
May. But they’re going to need
some help.
The AU Chamber Singers,
directed by Luanne Clark, professor of voice and chorus, and
the AU String Quartet, conducted by Lisa Lantz, professor
of strings, still need to raise
about $14,000 to pay for expenses, despite having raised about
$25,000.
Attempts to raise funds
began as early as this
September. The student musicians wrote to businesses near
their homes seeking for sponsors. Unfortunately, because
the Chamber Singers are not
considered local to businesses
at home, they were not successful, Clarke said.
Clarke said the group then
held a rummage sale in Davis
Gym in November, titled
“Rhythm and Rummage.” With
contributions from the students
and faculty, over $1,000 was
raised.
An auction was held along
with
the
rummage
sale.
Artwork, ceramic art and Santa
Claus collectibles were donated
to the auction.
Aside from the donations collected at the AU Chorus’

Messiah Concert right before
winter break, the group held a
raffle drawing. The winner of
the drawing received an elegant
blue glass bowl donated by its
creator, Nate Wyckoff, an AU
art and design student. This
raffle drawing helped to contribute about $200.
Trustees of the school have
played a large in helping to fund
the trip, Clarke said. Marlin
Miller, David Miller, Arthur and
Lea Powell, of campus center
fame, and Gene Bernstein all
helped to sponsor a portion of
the trip. Great support also
came from the School of
Ceramics, the School of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, the Study
Abroad department and the
Provost office, Clarke said graciously.
“It’s been going pretty well,”
Brookye Zywar, a sophomore
art and design student said of
the
group’s
fundraising
attempts so far.
Despite all the work they
have put in, the Chamber
Singers
still
have
more
fundraising events slated.
This weekend, the Chamber
Singers will host an Italian dinner in which the students will
be singing waiters performing
operatic pieces.
This dinner will be held in the
Miller
Performing
Arts
Building in room 301. The cost
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Members of the AU Chamber Singers and String Quartet, pictured here, will be heading off on a 12-day tour the
week after graduation. The group is still raising funds for the trip.
of dinner for Friday night is $15
and will be non-alcoholic. The
Saturday dinner will include
wine and will cost $25.
Plans are being made for the
students
to
be
“Singing
Valentines” for the upcoming
holiday.
The students will leave for
Scandinavia May 15 and return
May 27.
While an exact itinerary has
yet to be announced, Clarke

REVIEW

STAFF WRITER
Fresh from the Land of the
Rising Sun, eleven of Japan’s
most exciting new bands have
come.
Thrash Ahoy!, a compilation
of female fronted Japanese
Punk, is a innovative and
thrilling compilation that stands
out from the barrage of predictable record label samplers
and uninspiring benefit albums.
In under ten minutes, Thrash
Ahoy! moves eleven bands and
seventeen
songs
through
squeals, grinding guitar and
bass, screams, dangerously loud
drums, and surprisingly, even
melody. It is musically impressive and socially important.
“Japan is a male [centered]
society, which is why I put out
the girl edition of Thrash Ahoy!
I think it’s very important that
girls play in punk bands; it works
against sexism,” said Masaki, the
woman who runs Thrash Ahoy!
and the Asian arm of Tribal War,
a political Hardcore Punk label.
The bands on Thrash Ahoy!,
including Masaki’s own band,
Power of Idea, put forth strong
female role models. While the
intent may have specifically
been to work against sexist
notions in Japanese culture, the
compilation is also a welcome
addition to the growing group of
bands destroying the lurking
“boy’s club” feel in the global
Punk community.
Power of Idea begins the
album with an immediate blast
of noise. The drummer pumps
out a thrash beat that is as quick

about the trip.
“I’ve been thinking about
touring with the group for a
while,” Clarke admitted. With
the singers of this year and last
year virtually the same, it is
easy to work with a group that
is already comfortable with
each other, she added.
“This has been a talented
group,” Clarke praised her students. “It’s time to go.” ■

Swim teams set goals

Punk compilation worth noting
BY EMILIE HARDMAN

said the trip will include stops
in Helsinki; Stockholm; Tollin, a
city in Estonia; and a Sami village in Lapland.
There are between six to 10
performances at which the
group will perform.
“I think [the trip] will be a
great experience,” Zywar said
with delight. “There are a lot of
places lined up for us to perform
at. It’ll be fun.”
Clarke was just as excited

as machine gun fire while the
two female vocalists combine
their high-pitched screams into a
shot of pure adrenaline and send
it straight to the listener’s vein.
Though they sing in Japanese,
English translations of the lyrics
are provided in liner notes.
Translation reveals the political
content of words that move too
fast to be understood, even if
they were in English. Masaki
believes though that the lyrics,
while important politically, are
not as important as the political
act of taking a role in Punk as a
Japanese woman.
Mamushi
Merody
second
Masaki’s opinion. “Rock ‘n
Rouge! We love Punk!,” they
say, making space for themselves as women in Punk. The all
female trio from Tokyo actually
sounds more like a late-seventies
British Punk band.
FOB is probably the most well
known in the United States of all
the bands included on Thrash
Ahoy! They have recorded both
an EP and a full-length album,
Power Violence Forever, both of
which are distributed in the
United States.
Listeners not familiar with
FOB will find it hard to believe
that three of their songs, “FOB,”
“Happy,”
and
“Oh!
My
Chocolate,” are really included
on the album. It’s true, three
songs are there, although confusion is understandable since it
only takes the band about 20 seconds to fly through all three of
them. The squeaky chant of
Tsuyoshi Ito and the humorous
lyrics,
such
as
“I’m
Happy/Yep/Happy”
(rough

translation) song-over-thanksfor-listening, will surely bring a
smile to even the most serious
listener, and is meant to.
Senseless Apocalypse follows
FOB’s blurts of song with material that gives listeners a little
more time to savor the material.
Chiapy’s vocals come from deep
down in her gut and explode
over the wall of heavy guitar and
bass. The well-placed breakdowns inspire instant toe tapping and head nodding throughout “Natural Healing.”
Bringing out the softer side of
things is Juno. Sandwiched
between the crunch of Senseless
Apocalyse’s guitar and the
thrash tempo of Protess, Juno is
a mellow and melodic interlude.
The beautiful vocals are chanted through a swell of guitar and
bass. The female vocalist’s even
and controlled voice is joined
midway by an almost robotic
male voice.
His addition almost ruins the
song, but does blend into the
metallic fuzz of the guitar, and
ends up lending an interesting
texture to the piece.
Other bands featured on
Thrash Ahoy! are Protess, Deaf
and Dumb, Ultimate and
Terrible Headache. Each has a
different style of Punk/Thrash
that add to the joy of this album.
Albums can be ordered by
writing Masaki at JH5446, 824Ishiwata/Mizuho,
Nishitama,
Tokyo, 190-1211, Japan. Also,
keep an ear out for Thrash
Ahoy!’s next project, a Girl’s
Noise Pop Punk mini CD, which
is presently in the works. ■

BY ANDY BERMAN

SPORTS EDITOR
The men’s and women’s swimming and diving teams are optimistic about each of their
upcoming New York State
Championships.
The men’s team has a 3-4
record in dual meets, despite
winning the Sprint Invitational
at Rochester and finishing second at the Harvest Relays at
the beginning of the season.
Todd Striker set a new AU
100m backstroke pool record
(53.59) and the 200m freestyle
relay team of Todd and brother
Brian Striker, Pat Kerwin and
Carl Scwarting also set a new
pool record this season.
Also, diver Dave Berman
qualified
for
the
NCAA
Division III Championships in
the 3-meter dive at the
LeMoyne meet when he set a
new pool record of 302.70
points.
Coach T.J. Davis feels that
the team is deeper than any of
the three teams that he has previously coached except for the
breaststroke, and that this season’s relay teams could finish in
the top 15 at Nationals.
At the NYSC, Davis feels
that Alfred could place anywhere between third and seventh, but that Hamilton and
Hartwick Colleges will finish
first and second.
The men’s team started off
the season finishing second at
the Harvest Relays out of eight
teams.
To start out the dual meet
season, the Saxons lost 140-98
to Geneseo.
The team rebounded, defeat-

ing R.I.T. 137-103. In their next
meet, Ithaca beat AU, but the
men came back to defeat
Lycoming 127-76.
Before winning the Sprint
Invitational, the team was
defeated by Hartwick 136-93.
This past weekend, The Saxons
beat up on LeMoyne 133-98.
The women’s team this season has two victories, and finished second out of five at the
Sprint Invitational.
The team started off the season finishing fifth out of eleven
at the Harvest Relays. At their
first dual meet, the women beat
Canisius 153-76, but then lost to
Geneseo 138-98.
The team then beat R.I.T
136-91, but then lost four events
in a row, to Ithaca 137-88,
Lycoming 108-96, Hartwick
142-86 and LeMoyne 137-95.
This year’s freshman class
needed to step up and fill some
of the holes that the team has.
Davis said that this year’s newcomers have “exceeded (his)
expectations” so far this season.
Because of injuries, people
have had to change roles on the
squad.
According to Davis, the team
hopes to finish seventh at
NYSC to tie the performance
from last season. Davis also
feels that Amber Brooks will
return to nationals for the
fourth straight year.
Both teams have some time
off before NYSC; the men have
almost a month while the
women have about two weeks.
Davis said that the swimmers
need to rest after the strenuous
season training to lower their
times. ■

Basketball
AU Women defeat R.I.T.
First conference win

BASKETBALL
Basketball standings and individual leaders of the NCAA Division III Empire 8
Conference as of Jan. 24:

Team
W
RIT
5
Elmira
3
Ithaca
3
Fisher
3
ALFRED 2
Har twick 2
Nazareth 1
Utica
1

W L
11 2
8 6
8 5
9 4
8 6
8 5
5 10
5 9

Overall
T PCT.
0 .846
0 .571
0 .615
0 .692
0 .571
0 .615
0 .357
0 .357

Individual Statistics
Scoring
Name, School
Pat Britton, Ithaca
E.J. DOCTEUR, ALFRED
Matt Comer ford, Fisher
Ryan Bamford, Ithaca
Josh Brown, Har twick

PPG
20.2
19.8
19.4
18.1
16.2

Rebounding
Name, School
Fran Zablocki, Nazareth
KAREEM MCKINNON, ALFRED
Kevin Proudfoor, Elmira
Shawn Osbey, Har twick
Pat O’Connor, Utica

AVG
9.0
8.5
8.0
7.2
7.1

Assists
Name, School
WILLIE SMITH, ALFRED
Robaire Johnson, Fisher
Tony Clear water, Elmira
Drew Miller, RIT
James Altman, Har twick

AVG
5.7
4.3
3.8
3.5
3.5

WOMEN
Team
W
Fisher
4
Ithaca
4
Elmira
3
Har twick 3
Nazareth 2
Utica
2
RIT
1
ALFRED 0

Conference
L T PCT.
1 0 .800
1 0 .800
2 0 .600
2 0 .600
2 0 .500
3 0 .400
3 0 .250
5 0 .000

Overall
W L T PCT.
12 2 0 .857
8 5 0 .615
9 4 0 .692
10 4 0 .714
8 4 0 .666
8 6 0 .571
2 10 0 .166
3 12 0 .200

Individual Statistics
Scoring
Name, School
AMY RATCHUK, ALFRED
Erin Michaels, Nazareth
Amanda Waloven, Fisher
Amie Banis, RIT
Melissa Sewruck, Fisher

PPG
17.7
17.6
17.5
16.3
13.7

Rebounding
Name, School
Tiffany Hurley, Har twick
Kelly Brady, Ithaca
Roxanne Simpson, Utica
LISA VALITUTTO, ALFRED
Laura Wheeler, Nazareth

AVG
11.8
10.3
9.9
9.3
9.1

Assists
Name, School
Amy Vaughn, Fisher
Rachel Joslin, Elmira
Sarah Curley, Nazareth
Katie McGraw, Har twick
Nancy Applehans, Nazareth

AVG
5.1
4.9
4.5
4.0
3.7

Men’s basketball
2/4 vs. Ithaca, 8 p.m.

Saxon hoops squads playing hard
BY ANDY BERMAN

MEN
Conference
L T PCT.
0 0 1.00
2 0 .600
2 0 .600
2 0 .600
3 0 .400
3 0 .400
4 0 .200
4 0 .200

Fiat Sports

Upcoming

SPORTS EDITOR
While most of us were either
working, playing video games
or relaxing during break, both
the men’s and the women’s basketball teams laced up their
shoes and hit the courts.
However, the teams are in
very different situations from
each other this season.
As of press time, the men’s
team posts an 9-8 record, 3-4 in
Empire Eight Conference play.
Though they have lost six of
their last eight, the last five
losses were by a combined total
of 22 points. The records of
these five teams (R.I.T., PittBradford, Hartwick, Cortland
and Elmira) are a combined 5728.
The Saxons started off the
season losing their first two
games, then had a six-game
winning streak before the current losing streak. However,
the team has been dealing with
numerous outside influences
this season.
“There is no reason why we
can’t end the season with a
nine-game win streak,” Coach
Jay Murphy said. Murphy also
said that the team is having
some problems staying focused
after small mistakes, which
allows opposing teams time to
score enough points to win
games.
Murphy said that the team
practiced hard this week and
that their confidence level is
back up. He is also very optimistic about the rest of the season.

“If we are playing up to our
level, I don’t think that anyone
can beat us,” he said.
In
the
Empire
Eight
Conference, three Saxons are in
good contention to win individual honors. E.J. Docteur is second in the league in scoring,
averaging 19.8 points per game.
Kareem McKinnon is second
place in rebounds with 8.5 a
game, and Willie Smith is leading the conference in assists
with 5.7 a game.
“We can play with anyone,”
Murphy said. “We just have to
do it for 40 minutes, not 38 or
34.”
The women’s team this season is a story of halves.
The Saxons have started
games on fire and then cooled
off in the second half, or fallen
too far behind in the first half
and have been forced to play too
much catch-up to win games.
This season, the team has a 413 overall record, and last
Saturday the Saxons won their
first Empire Eight Conference
game last Saturday when they
defeated R.I.T. 77-74 in overtime.
“Our record this season is not
indicative of what we are capable of,” said Coach Michelle
Finn. “We’ve had some mental
lapses and hung our heads during games.”
In an effort to combat the
lack of consistent play, Finn has
been emphasizing more on
defensive pressure. According
to Finn, if the team can pressure their opposing team with
enough intensity, they can frustrate opposing shooters and

PHOTO BY JAY WEISBERGER

Saxon guard Robbie Stedman makes a quick pass to elude Nazareth guard
Chris Shea in the first half of Friday’s game. The Saxons defeated the
Golden Flyers 84-77 with 31 points from Saxon E.J. Docteur.
open up offensive opportunities.
Amy Ratchuk has been the
star on offense so far this season. She is averaging 17.7
points per game, the best in the
Empire Eight. Lisa Valitutto
has been dominating the
boards, averaging 9.3 rebounds
a game, good enough for fourth
in the league.

Both teams are very optimistic about the rest of the season.
The men’s team still has a
possibility of making the playoffs, but will probably need to
win their next seven games in a
row to make a serious playoff
bid.

Ski teams looks to top last year’s winnings
BY CHARLIE CASPARIUS

STAFF WRITER
During the winter it is amazing
how anyone could have fun.
However, there is a breed, rare
indeed, that actually believes the
more snow the better. These people suit up every winter in
skintight spandex, slide down
steep mountains at amazing

speeds as they scream down the
snowy slopes of the mountainsides.
This breed of athletes is the Alfred
University alpine ski team.
The AU ski team, coming off a
very impressive season last year in
which they placed all five men and
three women skiers in the all-conference team, have come out
strong this season putting together a very impressive run.

PHOTO BY KELLY KNEE

Ski season is in full swing and resorts like Swain, pictured, have been enjoying the snowfall so far this season. With more winter weather ahead, it should be a long ski season.

Currently coached by Charles
Robinson and Chris Engle, both
the men and women’s ski teams
are undefeated in two meets as of
press time.
According to Engle, assistant
coach of the ski teams, ski meets
consist of two days worth of racing
and include nine to eleven teams.
On Saturday, the teams race in the
Giant Slalom and on Sunday the
teams race in the Slalom. Points
are awarded on what place a team
member finished. For first place
the member is awarded ten points,
and for tenth place the member is
awarded with one point. These
points for individual races are used
to determine the ten members of
the All-Conference team at the
end of the season.
Team points are awarded by
taking the three lowest run times
and adding them together. This
gives the team a “team time” and
the lowest “team time” of all wins
the meet for that day and gets one
point.
After two days of racing the
team with the lowest points wins
that meet. So far, both the Alfred
men and women’s ski teams have
the outstanding record of 2-0.
Now, the ski teams will have 2
more meets to increase their winning record. Last weekend the
Alfred team was at home at Swain
Mountain. Next weekend, the
team will have a bye and the week
after that they will be competing

at Greek Peak in Cortland.
Engle also said that both men
and women’s ski teams are highly
talented this year. The budget only
allowed each team to have seven
racers. Four of the 14 are freshmen who have defiantly made
their mark early.
Freshman Connor Kell has
made a huge statement when he
started as the fifth man, won the
team’s first Slalom and now races
for the team towards the end of the
day when the trail is icy, and rather
hard to ski on. Another end of the
day skier is junior Mike Koeppel.
In Engle’s opinion, some skiers
to watch for on the men’s team
include captain and All-Conference
members Conor Walsh, as well as
last year’s All-Conference team
members Tylan Calcagni, Michael
Koeppel and Cody Washburn.
For the women’s team, the
skiers to watch are last year’s AllConference
team
members
Charity Lord, Jennifer Titus and
Rebecca Van Overbake.
Engle believes that the postseason is almost a reality for both
men’s and women’s ski teams.
First they have to complete the
regional meet which will be held in
Vernon, N.J. This is where they
can qualify for Nationals, which
will be at Loon Mountain, N.H.
Engle predicts that both the
men’s and women’s teams will “win
the league (and) win the regional
meet to qualify for nationals.” ■

